
INT. HOUSE - EARlLY MORNING  

ALICIA (14) Wakes up and eats breakfast at a TABLE  

EXT. DOORWAY  

Alicia walks out of her front DOOR, with LUGGAGE in hand. 

CUT TO 

Interviewer Alicia 

What is your name and age? 

Interviewee, Chloe (19) 

My name is Chloe Johnston and I’m 19 years old 

Interviewer Alicia 

Can you tell me about a time a travel experience changed you as a 
person? 

  
Interviewee, Chloe 

That changed me as a person? Yeah… 

Cut to film:  

(VO.) I went to Europe in 8th grade and I think 
travel is really important because it allows you 
to expand your worldview and it’s really important 
to be able to expand that worldview. So that was a 
really beautiful experience to me and defiantly 
changed me as a person because it opened me up to 
new cultures. 

INT. CAR - DAY 

Alicia looks out side CAR WINDOW while inching towards the American 
border  

INT. CAR - NIGHT 

Alicia stares out into the dark WINDOW in the night of Seattle 
Washington  

INT. HOTEL - NIGHT 

Alicia arrives at the hotel ready to go to sleep for the next day  



FADE TO BLACK. 

INT. AIRPORT - DAY 

Alicia stands on airport walkway carrying a SUITCASE and BACKPACK 

INT. AIRPORT - DAY 

Alicia sips JUICE while sitting at a TABLE that overlooks the outgoing 
PLANES 

INT. AIRPLANE - DAY 

Alicia is sitting in the AIRPLANE’S SEAT and looks out the WINDOW 
watching the airplane lift off of the ground  

EXT. AIRPORT - DAY 

The PLANE Alicia is in takes off into the sky 

Interviewer Alicia 

What is your name and age? 

Interviewee, Olivia (19) 

I’m 16 and my name is Olivia  

Interviewer Alicia 

Can you tell me about a time a travel experience changed you as a 
person? 

  
Interviewee, Olivia (VO.) 

I think the travel experience that changed me as a 
person was in Machu Picchu. I was in 4th grade and 
I found it really interesting to see something 
that was built thousands of years ago, and it was 
a really life changing experience for me. 

DISSOLVE  
  
INT. AIRPLANE - DAY  

(POV.) Alicia looks out the WINDOW seeing the mountain that breaks 
through the clouds at the level of the AIRPLANE  

INT. AIRPLANE - DAY  

(POV.) Alicia glances out the WINDOW and sees the hilly suburban 
landscape below the PLANE wing  



INT. AIRPLANE - DAY 

(POV.) Alicia sees patches of farm land underneath the PLANE 

INT. AIRPLANE - DAY  

Alicia looks out the PLANE WINDOW and see the PLANE touching the 
ground of the runway, landing  

Fade to black. 

Interviewer Alicia 

What is your name and age? 

Interviewee, Paige (19) 

I’m Paige Johnston and I’m 19  

Interviewer Alicia 

Can you tell me about a time a travel experience changed you as a 
person? 

  
Interviewee, Paige (VO.) 

I recently moved to boulder Colorado for collage 
and it changed me as a person, based on the 
different experiences that just changed me a a 
person and made me a lot more open to different 
experiences. 

EXT. UNIVERSAL STUDIOS - DAY 

Alicia Stands in front of UNIVERSAL SIGN ready to start the day 

EXT. UNIVERSAL STUDIOS - DAY 

Alicia walks on RED CARPET towards entrance to studio/amusement park 

EXT. UNIVERSAL STUDIOS - DAY  

Alicia walks through waiting line to get onto the ride  

EXT. UNIVERSAL STUDIOS - DAY  

Alicia stands with train conductor in front of HOGWARTS TRAIN  

EXT. UNIVERSAL STUDIOS - DAY  



Alicia stands outside entrance to Hogwarts section of Universal 
Studios  

DISSOLVE  

EXT. UNIVERSAL STUDIOS - NIGHT  

Alicia walks up to DONKEY and gives him a short interview  

EXT. UNIVERSAL STUDIOS - NIGHT 

Alicia goes up to MYSTERY MACHINE and is about to hop into it 
[insert dialogue] 

Interviewer Alicia 

What is one of the most interesting travel experiences you’ve ever 
had? 

Interviewee, Chloe 
Interesting travel experiences… when I was 
travelling through Italy and Croatia, we had to 
take a plane from Milan to Croatia and we meant to 
leave early but that did’t really happen and we 
were going to miss our flight and this pilot 
looked over at us asked “where are you flying” and 
we said Croatia, and he said that’s my flight!and 
we were fine. 

EXT. UNIVERSAL STUDIOS - NIGHT  

Alicia is about to leave the park and stands at glowing UNIVERSAL SIGN  

FADE BLACK  

EXT. CONCERT - DAY 

Alicia is walking into the musical festival/concert 

EXT. CONERT - DAY 

Alicia is sitting down while watching Automatic perform 

EXT. CONCERT - DAY  

Alicia is dancing on a hill, listening to the English Beat’s set 

EXT. CONCERT - DAY 
Alicia has an excited expression when she’s about to see Johnny 
Rotten, of the band Public Image Ltd. to perform 



EXT. Concert - DAY  

Alicia is dancing to Public Image Ltd. playing music 

EXT. CONCERT - DAY 

Alicia is standing on a hill while watching and singing along to Add 
it Up by the Violent Femmes  

EXT. CONCERT - DAY 

Alicia is listening and dancing on the hill while Blister in the Sun 
is being played by the Violent Femmes on stage 

EXT. CONCERT - Night  

Alicia watches Blondie perform on stage with special effects added to 
the stage, making it glow 

FADE TO BLACK. 

Interviewer Alicia 

What is one of the most interesting travel experiences you’ve ever 
had? 

Interviewee, Olivia 
One of the most interesting travel experiences 
I’ve ever had was…  

FADE OUT TO FILM  

(Vo.) probably in 7th grade when there was a 
school trip and we all went to Italy together. So, 
travelling with a bunch of 7th graders and my 
teacher was, fun…and interesting. 

  
EXT. DISNEY LAND - DAY  

Alicia walks around the centre fountain in California adventure park 

EXT. DISNEYLAND - DAY  

Alicia is siting in ROLLERCOASTER, which takes off and she’s excited 

EXT. DISNEYLAND - DAY 

Alicia stands in BAG OF FISH in the adventure park 
DISSOLVE  



EXT. DISNEYLAND - DAY  

Alicia she’s standing at the opening garden at the front section of 
Disneyland  

EXT. DISNEYLAND - DAY  

Alicia struggles to drive a CAR in the Auto ride in Disneyland  

DISSOLVE. 
Interviewer Alicia 

What is one of the most interesting travel experiences you’ve ever 
had? 

Interviewee, Paige 
Well, I’ve had a lot of interesting travel 
experiences. Probably one of the most interesting 
travelling experiences I’ve ever had was when we 
were in Catalina island and we were zip lining and 
I ended up getting stuck in the middle of the zip 
line, so that was really interesting.  

INT. DISNEYLAND - DAY  

Alicia is at a star wars exhibit and is controlling the Millennium 
Falcon 

EXT. DISNEYLAND - NIGHT 

Alicia stands nexts to the STATUE OF GOOFY and mimics his face. 

EXT. DISNEYLAND - NIGHT  

Alicia walks to middle and spins in the crossover of both Disneyland 
and California Adventure. 

Fade to black. 
  
EXT/INT. HOUSE - DAY 
(POV.) Alicia opens DOOR to visit Californian cousins 

INT. HOUSE - DAY  

(POV.) Alicia walks around dining room and parts of house  

EXT - HOUSE/BACKYARD - NIGHT 

Alicia is standing near DANCE FLOOR during her cousin’s 16th birthday 
party. 

FADE OUT. 



EXT. DRIVING - DAY  

(POV.) Alicia looks over to window and is in CAR that’s driving on the 
HIGHWAY  

Interviewer Alicia 

What is one of the worst travel experiences you’ve ever had? 

Interviewee, Chloe  

I ended up getting stuck in the Washington DC airport, because my 
flight from Denver had been delayed and I was stuck in Denver.   

CUT TO 

INT. AIRPORT - DAY 

Alicia is sitting in CHAIR at airport waiting for flight to arrive. 

CUT TO 
INT. AIRPLANE - DAY 

Alicia looks out the WINDOW and sees the AIRPLANE take off. 

INT. AIRPLANE - DAY 

Alicia looks out the WINDOW of the AIRPLANE and see the coastline 
beneath the AIRPLANE  

INT. AIRPLANE - DAY  

Alicia looks out the WINDOW and sees the PLANE landing on the ground 

CUT TO    

Interviewer Alicia 

Thank you for doing this interview with me! 

Interviewee, Olivia 
Of course! 

Interviewee, Paige 
Cool (thumbs up)   

(VO) Interviewee, Chloe  

Your Welcome 

INT. CAR - NIGHT  



Alicia looks out the CAR’S WINDOW and see the night landscape passing 
by. 

INT. CAR - NIGHT 

Alicia glances out WINDOW and sees she is on Second Arrows Bridge  

EXT.INT - NIGHT  

Alicia opens the DOOR of her HOUSE and walks in. 

FADE TO BLACK. 

THE END  

  


